Milton Community and Sports Hall Association – Proposed Governance Structure
Milton Community Hall and Sports Association (MCSHA) is the proposed name for the organisation which we are proposing to take on the running of the Milton Community and Sports Hall at Potash Lane Sportsfields Milton.
The governance structure of the organisation is proposed to be as follows: (This is still only a proposal at the moment following research, discussions with other similar organisations and preliminary legal advice. This could result in a change to the proposed structure when full legal advice is obtained).
Why a CIO?
It is proposed that the MCSHA be established as a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO).
A CIO is a new legal form of charity. It offers some of the benefits of a limited company but without some of the burdens.
The advantages of using a CIO include:
	As a corporate body (like a company) it can own property, employ staff, and enter into contracts in its own name rather than the name of the trustees.
	Trustees are usually personally safeguarded from the financial liabilities the charity incurs, which is not normally the case for unincorporated charities
	It only has to register with the Charity Commission and not Companies House, as would be the case with a limited company.
	It can delegate some of its functions to committees or sub-committees
	The Charity Commission’s model constitution can be adapted for MCSHA purposes saving on legal costs.

What form of constitution?
It is proposed that the Charity Commission’s ‘foundation model’ constitution is the most suitable model for the new MCSHA.
The Commission has produced a model constitution for CIOs who’s only voting members will be the charity trustees (the foundation model). A CIO using the foundation model is like an unincorporated charitable trust, run by a small group of people (the charity trustees) who will make all key decisions.
This means that the trustees remain independent and one large sports club within the trust with a large membership cannot vote in their own trustees and thus shape the decisions to further their own purpose.
It is proposed that the MCSHA Constitution should follow the Commission’s model constitution to help ensure that the new Trust meets the requirements of the law, complies with good practice, and is practical and workable.
The principal issues to be considered in finalising the MCSHA constitution are:
	The objects of the trust

The number of trustees and the method of their appointment.
Other aspects of the model constitution need to be considered, but are less significant.
Are the Trust objects charitable?
The Charity Commission requires CIOs to have exclusively charitable objects which must be set out in the constitution.  The key elements to include are:
	the purpose or purposes for which the CIO is being established;
	the people who can benefit; and if appropriate
	any geographic limits defining the area of benefit.

The proposed object has been drafted in accordance with the example objects on the Charity Commission website for village halls and community amateur sports clubs.
The provision and maintenance of Milton Community Hall and Sports Building for the use of the inhabitants of Milton and the surrounding area without distinction of political, religious or other opinions, including for the promotion of community participation in healthy recreation in particular by the provision of facilities for the playing of football and other sports
How will the trust be structured?
It is proposed that a management committee is established to oversee the day to day running of the Centre, with sub-committees / entities responsible for the delivery of specific activities
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At present it is only Milton Parish Council and Milton United Football Club which have expressed an interest in being involved in the management of the facility. If in the future additional community and sports clubs wished to join then the constitution would be set up to allow this. We expect the Pigeon Racing Club to be interested as they already have activities based at the current club. In the meantime, other community and sports clubs who wished to hire the hall would be more than welcome to do so and the management committee will actively seek to engage with other relevant sports clubs.

Board of Trustees
The Board will:
	Be responsible for the fair and effective running of MCSHA.
	Provide oversight of the Management Committee and, amongst other things, will be able to review and overrule decisions of access or charging made by the Committee if individual groups are aggrieved.
	Meet at least three times a year, including once a year at the AGM.


The trustees will normally hold office for a term of three years with a limit of three terms per trustee.
All trustees will attend the meetings of the Board of Trustees
It is proposed that each of the sports sections (initially MPC and MUFC) nominate one trustee each. The Chair of the MCSHA Management Committee will also be a trustee. As the Board of Trustees will be expected to act independently of the individual sections, between three and five trustees will be recruited with the purpose of ensuring independence and that the MCSHA is operated for the wider community benefit. One of these could be appointed by the Council(s) who contributed to funding for the project if they so wished.
This means that the board of trustees will have between 6 and 8 trustees on it.
Management Committee
The Management Committee will be responsible for ensuring:
	The requirements for access to the facilities are met

A fair compromise is found in the event of competing requirements.
	Deciding on the fee to be charged to each Section and Club for usage, taking into account the different levels of usage and the contribution made towards the overall objectives of MCSHA.
The management committee will be made up as follows.
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If other sports clubs joined MCSHA then they would be entitled to nominate a trustee and 2 management committee representatives
Bar and Catering
Due to the legal rules of a charity, the bar and catering will need to sit outside the CIO and be a separate company
	Milton Community and Sports Hall Ltd (MCSH Ltd) will be a profit making company wholly owned by the MCSHA.
	All operating profits will be for the benefit of the MCSHA to help offset the cost of running the Centre and keep net other than a 10% (tba gross bar profit) share which will be distributed amongst the member clubs.
	The company will require at least three directors one of whom must also be a trustee and the other two must not be. If more than three directors then the number of non- trustee directors must always be more than the number of trustee directors.
	The Management Committee and its sub-committees will have the responsibility to maximise the usage of the bar, by arranging sporting and social events on the site and marketing the pavilion as a venue for functions.
	The more successful the Bar/Function Room is, the lower the net running costs of the trust will be.



How will the sections and clubs operate? Sections
Sections are the two main activity groups within the MCSHA: the MUFC and TBD.
Each section already has its own committee, accounts and banking, and typically its own membership and subscription arrangements. This will continue.
Each section will:
	Appoint a trustee to the MCSHA Board of Trustees
	Nominate two representatives to sit on the Management Committee.
	have an annual arrangement with the MC for the use and payment of the facilities, allowing clear planning and budgeting.

Clubs
These are other groups who wish to use the facility but not be involved with the management of it. These clubs are able to hire pitches and the changing/social facilities on a regular or ad hoc basis.
The constitution will be written in such a manner that other clubs may become sections of the MCSHA if they wished to become involved with the management of it. This would need to be agreed by the Board of Trustees


